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Every time you think you’ve seen the lowest point of this really terrible game fishing season on the 
Coffs Coast, it just gets worse…

And so went last weekend’s Heavy Tackle Challenge game fishing tournament… it was tough 
fishing to say the very least.

Twenty boats, two days of hard fishing, and just four marlin tagged - plus one small mahimahi 
landed. Think about the latter … in water that used to be teeming with smaller pelagics every 
summer, 20 boats could only catch a single mahimahi! The weirdness just goes on.

Most competitors spent the entire two days driving around an empty ocean without ever seeing a 
marlin. A few lucky (?) ones actually had a juvenile black or striped marlin take a disinterested swat 
at a passing lure, and a very few actually drove over a marlin that was interested enough in what 
was on offer that they hooked up. Of the latter, a couple of boats lost fish before tagging, and three 
boats got pins into fish, with the first three placegetters tagging two, one, and one marlin 
respectively.

After a tournament which in the past has seen dozens of fish raised, hookups routinely called 
throughout the day, and previous winners needing to tag 7 marlin to get to the top of the 
leaderboard, this year’s tournament was won by Seaborn with just two marlin tagged. That is not to 
detract from the efforts of skipper Clayton Livingston and crew members Billy Livingston, Andrew 
Barter, and Dylan Steel, all of whom used good deck work and angling skills to make damned sure 
that whatever they hooked up got tagged in double-quick time and was never in doubt of getting 
away.

              The winning striped marlin being swum by Billy Livingston aboard Seaborn just before release



              The Seaborn crew accepting their trophies after winning this year’s Heavy Tackle Challenge

All the four fish tagged during this tournament were found along the edge of the green floodwater 
boundary out on the edge of the shelf, in areas where the current wasn’t a factor, and where 
patches of blue and green water seemed to be drifting around in no particular order.

Boats that went out wide to look for action found nothing but green water to the south and no bait 
whatsoever between 50 and 1000 fathoms. But up north it was a different story, with excellent blue 
water, acres of good bait in the form of sauries and frigate mackerel - all good marlin candy - but 
still not a marlin anywhere amongst all that. 

Some boats drove over what were unmistakably marlin down in 20-40 fathoms below all that bait, 
but the fish showed no interest in coming up to the surface.

The weather didn’t present a huge problem, although it was pretty messy both mornings, and on 
Sunday, another nasty southeasterly blew in after midday and effectively made the chances of any 
last minute challenge to the existing leaderboard positions highly unlikely.

This horrible season simply rolls on… and now we have the remnants of a huge tropical cyclone 
dropping more record rainfall in the northern rivers catchments that’s sure to trash the ocean south 
of the border for the next couple of weeks, and suppress any late season bite. 

Of course, like all things in nature, this is no doubt just one of those cyclical blips that will be 
forgotten about when the marlin return to the Solitary Coast in the usual numbers after this season 
of dismal fishing, lousy angling weather, fractious and empty East Australian Current, and disrupted 
migration patterns of our usually reliable pelagic species. All those negative factors don’t usually 
come together in such a way, but this summer that perfect game fishing storm descended on just 



one small geographic region here on the Solitary Coast, it would be the glass case example of how 
so much can go so wrong at once.

To use a bad golfing analogy… If you’re having a truly lousy game of golf and then suddenly the 
sun comes out as you step onto the 18th tee, the ball suddenly becomes your friend and drains 
into the hole at the end of that 20ft putt to give you a birdie on the last… then you forget all about 
the previous lousy 17 holes and go to the bar happy.

So hopefully, maybe our lousy marlin season will end on a similarly positive note, and nature will 
pleasantly surprise us all in a couple of weeks when the ocean turns blue, the current brings a late 
flush of ravenous blue marlin down the edge of the shelf, and the winds turn into light zephyrs. 

Meanwhile, it’s worth noting that the lure that did all the damage for the winners of the Heavy 
Tackle Challenge was an extremely successful experimental flying fish pattern from Jennings 
Gamefish Lures, one of the HTC sponsors. The lure in question was very successful on local boat 
Better than Vegas last year, snagging three marlin, including a blue for skipper Pete English over a 
couple of days late last season. Clayton Livingston ordered one of these at about that time, and 
had it in the water from the opening stroke of this year’s HTC. And despite being a larger lure, it 
didn’t stop one juvenile black marlin and an even smaller striped marlin from attacking with enough 
gusto to hook up solid and provide Seaborn with the two fish they needed to win the tournament.

This lure has the unique offset trace tube and deep cupface of the Vuaki Flyer range, and was 
skirted up in mahimahi colours of blue over green/yellow. It goes crazy in the spread, twitching and 
randomly changing course like a flying fish trying to escape and getting ready to fly, and it’s mylar 
wings obviously help give that impression to the marlin that are consistently attracted to it.



Aaron Jennings is currently sending down a handful of these lures to me, and they’ll be for sale for 
$79 each. Advance orders can be made by giving me a call or sending an email or using the 
Contact Form on this website.

And finally, a little levity that nails this season’s game fishing weather and conditions, even if it is 
dangerously close to the bone… 

Tight lines for the rest of the season…

Rick O’Ferrall

 


